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An asymptotic expansion of integrals containing an exponential integrand 
with a large parameter can be obtained by the well-known saddle point method. 
For integrands further containing Hankel functions a numerical double saddle 
point method is described herein, allowing the numerical computation of these 
integrals without using an asymptotic expansion. 
The saddle point method of integration, also referred to as the method of 
steepest descents has extensively been described by many authors, among 
them Brillouin [l], Watson [2], Brekhovskikh [3], Banos [4] and, more 
recently, F. H. Northover [5]. 
This method is used to estimate the values of integrals of the form 
I = ’ ef’“)F(A) dh. 
J e 
The idea of the method is to choose a new path of integration in such a 
way that the integral can be more easily calculated. 
After choosing the path of integration of most rapid decrease of the func- 
tion f(A), an asymptotic expansion of the integral 
1 = ef(Ao) s +”e-e>(x) d  --a (0) 
is then obtained which is calculated with a Taylor’s expansion at the saddle 
point (X = 0) limited to the first two or three terms. 
This method implies the calculation of the derivative of the function 
F(x) = F(X) dA/d.x which cannot be easily done in a closed form. 
It seems that R. Esch [6] has first tried to use the saddle point method 
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without using an asymptotic expansion by computing numerically the 
integral (0) along the path of steepest descents with a Simpson quadrature. 
More recently this integral (7) h as numerically been calculated with a 
Hermite-Gauss quadrature which is more suitable for this kind of integral. 
For functions F(h) including Hankel functions we will introduce a numer- 
ical double saddle point method of integration. 
FORMULATION 
In many problems encountered in physics and in electromagnetism, we 
have to compute 
I = ftm e-‘~(z+k)F(,) II&b) dh 
J-CO 
(1) 
with uo2 -= A2 - k* and k = w/c for ejWt ime dependence. 
We will use an integral representation of the Hankel function for having 
the oscillatory behavior of the integrand in one term. 
This integral representation is given by 
(2) 
which follows from a formula in Watson [2, p. 1961, after making the sub- 
stitution u = y2 for the variable of integration. 
Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) g ives a double integral representation of I. 
I = 1 j+m e-u&+k)-jArq~) j+= e--u"(-2ih74)-11ady dh. (3) 77 --3o --m 
Knowing that z + h = R, cos I$, and r = R, sin 8, , where R, is the distance 
from the image source to the point of calculation, we can apply the conformal 
transformation h = k sin w to the integral (3) which can be then written in 
the form 
I = 2 
s 
(n/2)+9= 
iT -(n/2)-jm e- 
jkR,cos(lu-0,) cos %, .$'(w) s;I e-~2(-*jk~sinW-y’)-“ady dw 
(4) 
from Cauchy’s theorem, we know that this integral can be computed on any 
path passing through the boundaries of the integral. We will choose the path 
where the imaginary part of f(w) = - jkR, cos(w - 0,) is constant. 
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This path will be called the steepest descent path of integration (SDP), 
since this path is also the path of most rapid decrease of Ref(w). 
With such a path, we can make the change of variable: 
whence 
f(w) =f(fJ,) - x”; (5) 
I = $ e-jkRl I-” e-“%(x) f+m P*G(x, y) dy dx, 
-cc m 
(6) 
where 
F(x) = cos w -F(w) g ) and G(x, y) = (- 29~ sin w - y*)--112, 
(7) 
where the double integral can be numerically calculated with a double 
Hermite-Gauss quadrature as follows: 
I = $ e-ikRl i 2 HiHjF(xJ G(xi 9 yj) + E j 
i=l j=l I 
where E is the remainder which defines the accuracy of the computation. 
For computing (8), we have to define the transformation x = f(w) which 
follows from relation (5) 
cos(w-e(J= 1 -j& 
1 
which can be written as a set of two equations: 
cos(u -0Jcosho = 1, (9) 
X2 
sin(u - 8,) sinh er = - . 
k4 
After transformation, we get 
2’ = log tan ( 
U-0 
+++, 
.2 
&= sin(u - 0,) tan(u - e,). 
(11) 
(12) 
The SDP of integration is given by Eq. (1 l), and Eq. (12) has to be numer- 
ically solved. However, since kR, > 1, either a first- or second-order solution 
can be practically used 
c_ 24 - e, = ~ iRl (1st) El - e, = (- 3 + 3 (1 + f -&--)l’e)l’z. 
1 
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The derivative dwlds can be calculated from relation (5). 
We have 
s’! = - 2jkR, sin2 ~- 
i”-7 2 O.$ 
whence 
dw 2 21’3 .7 -112 
_zz-_== 
dx 1/ 
. 
2kR, ( 1-j2& 1 
(13) 
LATERAL WAVES 
As quoted above, the beginning and the end of the modified path of inte- 
gration (SDP) must lie on the same sheet of the Rieman surface due to 
Cauchy’s theorem. 
As is shown in Fig. 1, this is not true when the SDP crosses a branch cut. 
However, we can construct a more complicated path, encompassing the cut 
in such a way that the beginning and the end of the more complicated path 
will again lie in the same sheet. 
This path (Fig. 1) goes from the point O. - rrj2 - j CO in the upper sheet 
to the point 0, + r/2 + j co in the lower sheet by crossing the branch cut. 
From this point the path goes to the point GT + j co in the upper sheet by 
crossing again the branch cut and then goes around the cut for ending at the 
point B. + 7r/2 + j 0~) in the upper sheet. 
As a result, the integral (4) will consist of two integrals; 
where Irer (reflected wave) is computed with relationship (8) over the SDP 
with a change in the sign in front of the square root in crossing the corre- 
sponding branch cut. 
Where Irat (lateral wave) has to be computed over the contour encompas- 
sing the branch cut. 
The integral (4) computed on the two edges of the cut is then given by 
jkR,cos(w-0,) cos zu . F-(w) .\:I e-112(-2jr;rsinu,-y2)-‘~~ dy dw 
+ $ ,“:,r e-il;R,cos(tL-eo) (-0s w . F(w) J-1: e- y”(-2jkrsinu>-$-l ’ &I dw 
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which can be still written as follows: 
where F-(W) is the same function as F(w) with a change in the sign in front 
of the square root of the corresponding branch cut. 
We will now calculate this integral in the same way we have computed 
the previous one. 
We change the path of integration such as Re cos(w - 0,) = Ct, whence 
I 2 s h+(dz)+im e-jkR,cOs(a-eo) cos w(j7-(ec) _ qw)) lat - ~ a’1 
x Firn 
(17) 
e-v2(-zjkrsin~-v’)-1/2 dy dw. 
J --m 
With the change of variable f(w) = - jkR, cos(w - 0,) =f(wr) - x 
into (17), the integral can be written in the form 
212 m 
Ilat = _ e--3kR1COShy-e0) e-T(x) +” e-“‘G(x, y) dy dx (18) i? s 0 s --cc 
with 
F(x) = cos w(F-(w) - F(w)) 2 , 
and 
G(x, y) = (- 2jkr sin w - y”)-Ii”, 
which can be numerically calculated with a double Laguerre and Hermite- 
Gauss quadrature as follows: 
2k 
Ilat = - e--j~R,cos(~+%) 
7r 
i f jJY,F(x,) G(x,,~) + E 
i=l j-1 I 
where E is the remainder. 
The transformation x =f(w) is given by 
cos(u - 0,) cash ZI = cos(ul - 0,) cash u1 
sin(u - 0,) sinh w = sin(u, - 0,) sinh ‘ur + & 
(20) 
1 
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where the set (20) of equations has to be numerically solved provided that 
ur and ZJ~ have been previously computed from the two equations (21) 
Im yr = k sin ur cash z1r ,
- Re yr = k cos ui sinh or . (21) 
where -Jyr is the branch point of F(X). 
Furthermore, the derivative is given by 
dw 1 
dx=-’ JkR, sin(w - 8,) ’ (22) 
We have to study now the convergence of the process outlined above, that 
is to say, the accuracy of Laguerre and Hermite-Gauss quadratures. These 
quadratures are mainly described in the two books [S, 91. It follows that 
with 
s 
m e-+(x) dx = i L&xi) + El (Laguerre), 
0 i=l 
Er = $$Pnr(a) and 0 < a < CQ, 
n. 
and 
with 
.+m 
J 
e?*F(x) dx = i EZ$(xJ + Eh (Hermite) 
--m i=l 
E,, = fir---- ‘! F’2”‘(a) 
2”(2n)! 
and O<a<co. 
The derivatives in the terms E can be estimated by analytic means as 
follows: 
F’~‘+z) = $ff i, (z f(;;2n+l dz, 
77 
where C is any circle centered at “a” of radius R less than the distance 
between the center of the circle and the nearest pole of F(z). 
If M is the maximum of ] F(x) ] on C, we can evaluate the behavior of 
1 F(2n)(a) 1 in the form 
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which implies R > 1, whatsoever the value of a for getting a fast convergence 
of the process. 
The condition R > 1 may not be fulfilled even for a large parameter 
(kR, > 1) when a pole is located near the saddle point. 
In this case, the pole must be removed from the analytical region such as 
described by Banos [4, p. 801 and the same numerical method can be then 
used for the computation of the integral. 
Moreover, if the deformed path of integration encountered any real pole the 
residue contribution must be added to the final result. 
CONCLUSION 
We may conclude by pointing out the main advantage of the numerical 
saddle point method outlined above with regard to an asymptotic expansion. 
This advantage mainly lies in the possibility of computing numerically 
the integral in a very fast and accurate way without using an asymptotic 
expansion. Since, it is quite often a very cumbersome and almost impossible 
task of calculating or computing numerically the first derivatives of the func- 
tion F(X) for getting an asymptotic expansion of the integral. 
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